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Today’s Discussion

• History
• Definitions
• Types
• Climatology
• August 2020 Case
• The Future



• Modern concepts of t-storms and downbursts have their origins 
with the post-WWII “Thunderstorm Project”

• Byers and Braham (1949)
– the cell is the basic organizational structure of all t-storms
– t-storm downdrafts descend to ground and spread out
– recognized that gusty surface winds affiliated with outflow could be a threat to planes

Cumulus Mature Dissipating

https://www.weather.gov/iln/ThunderstormProject

More on T-storm Project:
https://bit.ly/3yRRyat



Fujita's analysis of the wind events and flight paths at JFK on 
24 June 1975 near the time of the crash of Eastern Flight 66.

Ted Fujita



Ted Fujita

Fujita documentary:
https://to.pbs.org/2X3JwxT







Tornadic damage:
Note cyclonic pattern



Microburst damage:
Note diverging pattern

Damaging wind from t-storms is 
much more common than 

damage from tornadoes

Many confuse damage produced by 
"straight-line" winds and often 

erroneously attribute it to tornadoes



Downburst
• A strong downdraft that originates in the mid to lower part of a t-storm and 

descends to the ground, where it spreads out, creating strong “straight-line” winds
– Much more intense than typical t-storm downdraft

• Winds can exceed 100 mph and can cause damage equivalent to EF2+ tornadoes

• Microburst (<2.5 mi horizontal dimension)

• Macroburst (>2.5 mi)

“wet” 
microburst 
descends







Fujita and Wakimoto (1981)

Various Scales of 
Downburst Winds



Importance of Storm Type



“Cells”

Howie Bluestein

“Systems”

Time-lapse Morphology



Cellular Convection

Convective Systems

Organization and risk of hazards

Pulse Supercell

Areal Linear

Bow Echo

Line Echo 
Wave Pattern

Squall Line

Building Blocks of Systems

presence of mesocyclone

Increasing environmental shear

after Ashley et al. 2019

All storm types contain downdrafts, and most can produce downbursts. However, linear MCSs 
are particularly efficient at producing damaging micro and macrobursts over large swaths. 

Can produce 
burst swaths and 

microbursts

Can produce 
anything from 
burst swaths to 

family of downburst 
clusters





12 hours later



Mesoscale Convective System (MCS)
an assemblage of thunderstorm cells identified using radar reflectivity that persists for 3 hours 
and contain a contiguous or semi-contiguous convective area ≥60 miles along the system’s 
major axis (after Parker and Johnson 2000)

From Markowski and 
Richardson (2010); adapted 

from Houze et al. (1989)

27-28 May 2001

Quasi-linear Convective System (QLCS
an MCS that has thunderstorm regions that are longer than 60 miles and must be at least 
three times as long as they are wide (after Grams et al. 2012, Smith et al. 2012)



Mean Annual/Seasonal MCS Counts

40‐50
events

20‐30 
events

20‐25  
events



Mean annual QLCS occurrence 



Annual Cumulative QLCS Counts, 1996-2017
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Arcus: A low, horizontal cloud formation associated with the 
leading edge of t-storm outflow (i.e., the gust front). 

Roll cloud: Relatively rare; they are completely detached from the t-storm base, differentiating them from the 
more familiar shelf clouds. Roll clouds usually appear to be "rolling" about a horizontal axis, but should not be 

confused with funnel clouds.

Shelf cloud: Unlike the roll cloud, the shelf cloud is attached to the base of the parent cloud above it. Rising 
cloud motion often can be seen in the leading (outer) part of the shelf cloud, while the underside often appears 

turbulent and boiling.

5.27.2011 - Near Joplin, MO

8.23.2011 - DeKalb, IL

after NWS SR-145



NE Roll Cloud











Fujita and Wakimoto (1981)



Derecho

• Term coined by Gustavus Hinrichs in 1888
– Spanish derivative meaning "straight-ahead" or "direct" 
– In correspondence with tornado   (“tornar” ≈ to turn)

“The climate of Iowa has 
been most outrageously 

maligned by thoughtless or 
sensational newspaper 
correspondents and by 
official and semi-official 

publications of the Signal 
Service in ascribing to Iowa 

an excessive tornado 
frequency” – Hinrichs 1888

Hinrichs (1888)



What is a derecho?

• Modern definition by the late Bob Johns (NOAA 
SPC) in 1980s
– Criteria based on Fujita and Wakimoto’s (1981) “family 
of downburst” criteria 

 There must be a concentrated area of t-storm induced wind gusts ≥ 58 
mph that has a major axis length of 240 mi or more;

 The wind reports must have chronological progression;

 Multiple swaths of damage must be part of the same t-storm system;

 The associated t-storm system must have temporal and spatial 
continuity

Fujita and Wakimoto (1981); Modified by Dennis Cain



A derecho:
… is a particularly long-lived and 
widespread damaging windstorm 

produced by a mesoscale convective 
system.

… is made up of a "family of downburst clusters" 
and, by definition, must be at least 240 miles in 

length.

… results from a series of particularly strong 
downbursts and can travel many hundreds of miles 

before dissipating.

… are typically produced by QLCSs with high-
precipitation supercells embedded in a line.

… have two primary dangers:
The duration of the damaging winds and 

widespread coverage of such winds



“Serial” Derechos
• Typically form within a “dynamic” weather pattern

– Events can occur throughout the year
• Usually affiliated with an expansive squall line develops ahead of a cold front and is 

associated with a strong extratropical low 

13 May 2002 Serial Derecho



“Progressive” Derechos
• Typically form in a relatively benign weather pattern
• Usually form in the late spring or summer months
• Characterized by a short, curved squall line, resembling a large bow echo
• Typically move very fast
• Travels along a quasi-stationary front

27-28 May 2001 Progressive Derecho





The 'Super Derecho' of May 8, 2009

traveled 1,300 miles in 22 hours!









Visit the “About Derechos” page at the SPC: 
https://bit.ly/3jSYr7o

Warm-season 
“Progressive” 

Derecho 
Frequency

1996–2013



https://bit.ly/3BkJMra

2 dangers associated with derechos: The duration of the damaging winds and widespread coverage of such winds





“Boundary Waters” Derecho July 4, 1999
477,000 acres blown down

Sustained winds >58 mph for 30-40 mins
Peak gusts >100 mph



Sources of Damaging Winds

• Evaporation-cooled air 
– Sinks to ground and splashes 

out

• Rear-inflow jet
– Takes strong winds with 

momentum in the mid-levels 
of the atmosphere and brings 
to the surface

• Embedded supercells
– Unique and strong downdrafts



















@StephenMStrader

Data: SSEC Modis 250-m Satellite Imagery (8/15/2020); SPC

Damage 
Swaths



@StephenMStrader

Data: NOAA/NCEI/SPC
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Is the derecho climatology changing?

• Can climate change be blamed?
– Blamed for what?

• Framing it as cause vs. contributor

• Difficulty of attribution
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• Limited evidence to date 
– “No clear trend in the annual number of 

tornadoes” ‐Brooks et al. 2014
– “Few robust trends are seen over recent 

decades” ‐Tippet et al. 2015
– “Confidence in past trends for hail and 

winds… is low” ‐U.S. GCRP 2017

• Some eastward shift in tornado 
supportive environs 

– Gensini and Brooks 2018; Tang et al. 2019

• More “clustering” of tors 
– decreasing days per year with tors but 

increasing days with multiple tors –Brooks et 
al. 2014

More severe storms? Climate Change Attribution



Future of Storms: Implicit View

=+ + +

MoistureInstabilityShear Lift



Source: Victor Gensini

Future of Storms: Explicit View

Simulated radar 
reflectivity and synthetic

hazard reports

Sample Output for April 2090



Models suggest …

• increasing frequency of severe storm environments in future
• increasing variability
• earlier season start, and running later
• possible increase in “intense” storms

• Issues and concerns:
– increasing capping inversion, decreasing number of extratropical cyclones, etc., may 

reduce realization of environments?
– Storm type?



The future?



Population 
more than 
doubled the 
past 80 years

Housing 
increased 
well over 
300% 

Transitioned 
from a rural 
to urban to 
suburban 

development 
character

Urban 
footprint 5X

Escalated 
exposure of 
population  
and built 

environment 
to hazards

Ashley and 
Strader 

2016 BAMS 



Theoretical

Wichita, KS

Expanding Bull’s Eye Effect

“Targets”—i.e., humans and their possessions—of hazards are increasing 
as populations grow ... and spread

Ashley et al. 2014 WCS; Strader and Ashley 2015 Weatherwise

chubasco.niu.edu/ebe.htm



• Increasing magnitude—and spread!—of built‐environment exposure 
is the major contributing factor to the impacts/disasters problem

• Individual odds of being affected by a severe storm may not be changing much, but 
odds of a severe storm hitting something or someone are increasing significantly

• Climate change may modify severe storm seasonality, frequency, magnitude, 
and/or location; but, impacts and disasters are social constructs
– Overlapping risk and vulnerabilities



Questions?

https://bit.ly/3jSYr7o


